Comparison of diagnostic accuracy of immediate angiography derived residual quantitative flow ratio after bioresorbable scaffold and drug eluting stent implantation
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Abstract

Background: Quantitative flow ratio (QFR) is a novel angiography derived fractional flow reserve (FFR) technique. However, its diagnostic accuracy has only been validated in native coronary lesions but not in vessels after bioresorbable scaffold (BRS) implantation. This study aims to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of residual QFR in coronary vessels immediately post-BRS implantation. Methods: This is a retrospective, two center, validation cohort study. 73 stable angina patients who received at least one de novo lesion of an everolimus eluting stent (EES)/BRS implantation with subsequent residual FFR assessment were screened. Patients with aorta-ostial stenoses, bridge vessels at the distal segment of targeted vessels, acute coronary syndrome, previous coronary artery bypass grafting, age <18 years, lack of ≥2 final angiographic projections were excluded. Contrast QFR assessment was performed blinded to FFR assessment. Results: A good correlation (r = 0.680, p < 0.001) was found between residual QFR and FFR. In the EES implantation cohort, a good correlation (r = 0.769, p < 0.001) was found between residual QFR and FFR, and a moderate correlation (r = 0.446, p = 0.038) in the BRS cohort. The area under the Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve for detecting FFR ≤0.86 was 0.883 for all patients. Conclusion: Residual QFR assessment after BRS implantation is feasible, and has a moderate correlation and agreement with residual FFR. QFR may be a promising tool similar to FFR to evaluate post-BRS effect.
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1. Background

Percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) is an effective technique to relieve myocardial ischemia [1]. Fractional flow reserve (FFR), an invasive technique using adenosine infusions, has been the gold standard to evaluate the functional significance of coronary artery lesions [2]. FFR ≤0.80 indicates functionally significant stenoses, and predicts superior outcomes following PCI [3]. As a result, recent guidelines recommend FFR as a class IA recommendation [4]. Quantitative flow ratio (QFR) is a novel method to evaluate the functional significance of coronary stenoses using 3-dimensional angiographic reconstruction and fluid dynamics algorithms [5]. The FAVOR Pilot study showed promising results when QFR was used to identify functionally significant stenoses [5]. The favorable results of QFR do not require pharmacologic hyperemia with adenosine and decreases procedure time, risks, and costs. QFR was found to be superior to angiographic assessment for coronary artery stenoses in the FAVOR II Europe-Japan Study [6]. The FAVOR II China trial showed that QFR demonstrated high feasibility and accuracy [7]. The FAVOR III China study showed excellent outcomes with a QFR-guided PCI compared with an angiography-guided PCI strategy [8].

These studies demonstrated the feasibility and accuracy of QFR in assessing the severity of coronary stenoses. Diagnostic accuracy of residual QFR correlated well with post-PCI FFR [9]. To further evaluate the effect of post-PCI, QFR was developed for invasive FFR approximation. In clinical practice, the success of a PCI is based solely on the post PCI angiographic assessment. Post-PCI physiologic assessments showed that up to 30% of patients had an FFR <0.8, especially in complex lesions where additional PCI may not be of further benefit based on Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)/intravascular ultrasound (IVUS). This may lead to unnecessary additional interventions, resulting in increased costs and morbidity. Since QFR is able to assess the hemodynamic significance of a stenosis with high diagnostic accuracy (92.7% in FAVOR II China study), this technique offers a non-invasive method to assess post-PCI efficacy.

With the development of PCI, the concept of non-implantation is deeply rooted in the philosophy of cardiologists. BRS is a novel poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA)—based scaffold [10], whose beam is completely absorbed within 3–5 years after implantation. The thickness of BRS is 170 µm. Compared with EES, the beam of BRS is thicker, which reduces the residual vessel diameter, which may affect the
105 patients underwent residual FFR measurements post-PCI. After screening for enrollment and exclusion criteria, 73 lesions from 73 patients were eventually enrolled into this study.

Currently, there have been no published studies on the evaluation of residual QFR post-BRS implantation. In this study, we evaluated the residual QFR post-BRS implantation compared with post-EES implantation using residual FFR.

The aim of this study is to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of residual QFR in coronary vessels immediately after BRS implantation. We assessed the relationship between residual QFR and FFR in a cohort of patients post-EES or -BRS implantation.

2. Methods

2.1 Study population

Patients who were referred for PCI and then for invasive FFR measurement following stent implantation were included in this study. Patients were excluded if they had aorta-ostial stenoses, bridge vessels at the distal segment of the targeted vessel, acute coronary syndrome (ACS), previous coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG), age < 18 years, and lack of ≥2 final angiographic projections.

2.2 Study design

We conducted a retrospective, two center, validation cohort study from June 2019 to July 2020. During the study period, 105 patients underwent residual FFR measurements post-PCI as shown in Fig. 1. 6 patients were excluded for high FFR drift; 4 patients were excluded for aorta-ostial stenoses, 3 patients were excluded for bridge vessels at the distal targeted vessel, 5 patients were excluded for ACS, 2 patients were excluded for previous CABG, 2 patients were excluded for age < 18 years, and 10 patients were excluded for lack of ≥2 final angiographic projections. Contrast residual QFR assessment was performed blinded to the FFR assessment. 73 patients were included for analysis. 51 patients were implanted with EES, while 22 patients were implanted with BRS. A study flow chart is shown in Fig. 1. The matrix material of BRS was L-polylactic acid. The matrix material of EES was alloy.

---

Fig. 1. Study flow chart. 105 patients underwent residual FFR measurements post-PCI. After screening for enrollment and exclusion criteria, 73 lesions from 73 patients were eventually enrolled into this study.
Fig. 2. Pearson’s correlation. (A) and agreement (B) between QFR and FFR in 73 patients. Pearson’s correlation (C) and agreement (D) between QFR and FFR in EES group. Pearson’s correlation (E) and agreement (F) between QFR and FFR in BRS group.

2.3 FFR measurement

Angiographic projections were performed with bi-plane systems. All FFR measurements were performed with a pressure wire and a monitor (St. Jude Medical, Minn, USA). A bolus of 200 µg nitroglycerin was administered intracoronary prior to measurements. FFR measurements were subjected to initial equalization with the pressure sensors at 1 mm out of the guiding catheter and recorded under fluoroscopy. Equalization and all FFR measurements were systematically performed after flushing with heparinized saline solution, and withdrawal of the wire needle of the Y-shaped connector. For invasive FFR measurements, the pressure wire was located far from the stent and maximal hyperemia was induced by continuous intravenous infusion.
of adenosine (140 $\mu$g/kg/min). FFR was performed followed by stenting and then immediately afterward, a post-PCI FFR was obtained.

2.4 QFR calculation

Details concerning the QFR calculation have been reported previously [11]. At least two adequate contrast-filled angiographic projections with $>25^\circ$ apart were acquired for QFR calculation. The observer calculated the contrast flow QFR values, unaware of the pressure-wire FFR value. The location of the FFR pressure-wire was identified at the angiographic projections and the QFR values were measured at the same location. For each vessel the flow models were applied to a 3D reconstruction of that vessel. QFR uses frame count analysis from regular (non-hyperemic) angiographic projections to model hyperemic flow velocity. For the invasive FFR and QFR models, all projections were acquired with 15 frames/s. None of the vessels with QFR > 0.86 had a FFR value of $\leq 0.80$ for both QFR models.

2.5 Statistical analysis

Continuous variables were reported as mean ± SD or median with interquartile range according to their distributions, which were checked by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Categorical variables were reported as n (%). The one-sample $T$ test was used to test whether the QFR and FFR values differed significantly from zero. Agreement between the QFR and FFR was assessed using Bland-Altman and correlation was determined by Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves were compared using the DeLong method. All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS Statistics software (Version 20.0, NY, USA). A $p$ value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1 Patients characteristics

In total, 73 vessels in 73 patients were included in the study. The baseline characteristics of all patients are shown in Table 1. 17 patients had diabetes mellitus and 40 patients had hypertension. 22 patients were smokers. 55 patients had a prior PCI. None of the patients had prior ACS, CABG or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). 51 patients had been implanted with everolimus-eluting stents (EES) and 22 patients had been implanted with biodegradable scaffold (BRS).

3.2 Relationship between QFR and FFR

In total, 73 coronary arteries were analyzed. The mean residual QFR and FFR values was 0.91 ± 0.06 and 0.94 ± 0.06 ($p > 0.05$), respectively. No systematic under- or over-estimation of the QFR was observed when compared with FFR values. Pearson’s correlation and agreement between residual QFR and FFR were 0.680, $p < 0.01$ and −0.03 ± 0.09, respectively in Fig. 2A–B. Pearson’s correlation was 0.74, $p < 0.01$ in the EES group (Fig. 2C) and 0.45, $p = 0.04$ in the BRS group (Fig. 2E) respectively. The agreement was −0.03 ± 0.08 in the EES group (Fig. 2D) and −0.02 ± 0.12 in the BRS group (Fig. 2F) respectively. The area under the ROC curve for residual QFR to detect a residual FFR of $\leq 0.86$ was 0.869 in all the patients (Fig. 3A). The area under the ROC curve for residual QFR was 0.940 in the EES group (Fig. 3B) and 0.792 in the BRS group (Fig. 3C).

4. Discussion

Our study revealed equal diagnostic accuracy of residual QFR in coronary vessels immediately after BRS implantation compared with residual FFR. The residual QFR showed a moderate correlation and agreement with residual FFR for the detection of cutoff 0.86 in post-BRS patients. In addition, the physiologic QFR indices were evaluated using FFR as a reference standard. Importantly, residual QFR showed moderate correlation and certifying per-
Table 1. Baseline patient characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total (73)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>65.24 ± 8.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>53 (70.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI(^1) (kg/m(^2))</td>
<td>24.64 ± 3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine</td>
<td>79.76 ± 18.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR(^2)</td>
<td>87.99 ± 21.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lp (a)</td>
<td>11.25 (5.38, 32.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL-C</td>
<td>1.99 ± 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT Pro BNP</td>
<td>55.00 (26.00, 129.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HbA1c (%)</td>
<td>6.22 ± 1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVEF(^3) (%)</td>
<td>68.49 ± 7.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>17 (22.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>40 (53.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>22 (29.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior MI(^4)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD(^5)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior CABG(^6)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior PCI(^7)</td>
<td>55 (73.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EES(^8)</td>
<td>51 (70.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRS(^9)</td>
<td>22 (29.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Body Mass Index; \(^2\)Endogenous Glomerular Filtration Rate; \(^3\)Left Ventricular Ejection Fraction; \(^4\)Myocardial Infarction; \(^5\)Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease; \(^6\)Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery; \(^7\)Percutaneous Coronary Intervention; \(^8\)Everolimus Eluting Stent; \(^9\)Bioresorbable Scaffold.

Performance for invasive FFR, regardless of the types of implanted stents. Residual QFR in the BRS group showed a moderate agreement and correlation compared with the EES group.

There have been numerous efforts to detect the clinical significance of coronary stenoses to determine the need for PCI. Although many non-invasive tests to assess myocardial ischemia are available, previous studies reported a low diagnostic yield [8]. Post-PCI physiologic assessment in complex lesions showed many patients had FFR <0.8, especially using OCT/IVUS. However, many patients may still have symptoms after successful PCI, despite an FFR >0.8. FFR has been considered the standard invasive method to define the functional significance of coronary stenoses [9]. However, the low utilization rate of FFR may be related to the cost of additional instruments, drugs and equipment, prolongation of operation time, the discomfort of adenosine treatment and the limited confidence in results [10]. In order to overcome these limitations, new non-invasive techniques to evaluate the functional significance of coronary artery stenoses have been developed.

QFR is a method derived from angiography, which calculates the number of 3-dimensional quantifying coronary angiography (3D QCA) and TIMI (thrombolysis in myocardial infarction) frames without the expense of wire instrumentation or the need for coronary artery hyperemia. A good correlation and agreement were observed between QFR and FFR in the FAVOR Pilot Study [5]. The FAVOR II China Study assessed the diagnostic accuracy of QFR prior to FFR measurement [7]. Compared with diameter stenoses (DS) ≥50% assessed by QCA, the diagnostic accuracy of QFR ≤0.80 is much higher (92.7% vs. 59.6%, p < 0.001) in the FAVOR II China Study. The FAVOR II Europe-Japan Study assessed the diagnostic accuracy of QFR in 317 vessels from 272 patients with intermediate coronary stenoses [6]. Using FFR as the reference standard, diagnostic accuracy of QFR was 87%. A good correlation (r = 0.70, p < 0.001) and agreement (mean difference 0.01 ± 0.08) were observed between QFR and FFR in the WIFI II Study [12]. Furthermore, QFR significantly correlated with FFR (r = 0.82, p < 0.001) with good agreement between QFR and FFR (mean difference 0.011, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.008–0.015) [13]. Previous studies support the diagnostic value of QFR in assessing the functionality of borderline coronary stenoses and offer a promising alternative for FFR in coronary physiology [14,15].

Although QFR is not currently the gold standard for evaluating myocardial ischemia, QFR is now the most studied angiography-derived FFR technology. Thus, QFR may provide more accurate information on the hemodynamic significance of a coronary stenosis prior to PCI. QFR has not been well validated with FFR in evaluating post-PCI interventions. No studies has been reported on whether QFR is comparable to FFR in patients with residual coronary artery stenoses post-PCI. In this study, we found that QFR showed a good correlation and agreement with FFR in post-PCI both in the EES and BRS groups. This study verifies the improved diagnostic accuracy of QFR with FFR following PCI. The correlation and agreement between residual QFR and FFR were 0.63, p < 0.01 and –0.03 ± 0.09, respectively. The data was comparable to the results of previous trials [13].

We found moderate correlation and agreement in BRS group. Our study is unique in that it included BRS, the latest generation of coronary stents. QFR and FFR had moderate correlation (r = 0.45, p = 0.04) and agreement (–0.02 ± 0.12) post-BRS, which has not been reported in previous studies. Although it is very different from metal stents, the performance of BRS in residual QFR is still acceptable. This may broaden the scope of application for QFR, especially for post-PCI evaluation of different stent types.

According to the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) guidelines, FFR is recommended to identify hemodynamically significant coronary lesions [16]. FFR has many limitations in clinical practice. The use of QFR in the catheter laboratory is very feasible [17]. When computed by specialized technicians, the average QFR calculation time is only 4.36 ± 2.55 min [18]. In this study, QFR showed a high diagnostic accuracy for the identification of...
FFR $\geq 0.86$ in patients after coronary stent implantation. It can accurately assess coronary artery residual stenoses post-BRS implantation using non-invasive technology. The diagnostic accuracy of residual QFR in coronary vessels immediately post-BRS is comparable to FFR.

Visual assessment alone is known to be inaccurate in determining the hemodynamic significance of residual coronary stenoses post-BRS implantation. Additional functional testing, such as FFR increases procedure time and may lead to increased X-ray exposure. Our study showed that residual QFR was similar in accuracy to residual FFR in estimating residual coronary stenoses post-BRS implantation, which decreased operating time and radiation exposure.

5. Limitations

This study was limited by its retrospective analysis. Determination of residual coronary stenoses would be more accurate when performed on prospectively selected angiographic projections with high image quality. The selection of angiographic images may result in a superior diagnostic accuracy of residual QFR and a further increase in the proportion of patients that could be correctly deferred from invasive FFR referral post-PCI. Our patient cohort is a real-world representation of the patients that are referred for invasive FFR. Finally, selection bias cannot be excluded due to the retrospective design of this study.

6. Conclusions

Residual QFR shows a moderate correlation and good agreement with FFR. Residual QFR assessment after BRS implantation is feasible, and has a moderate correlation and agreement with residual FFR. QFR may be a promising tool similar to FFR to evaluate post-BRS effect.
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